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Anyone with an interest in CIA 
history or in Sino-US relations 
should learn the story of John “Jack” 
Downey and Richard “Dick” Fecteau. 
These two young CIA paramilitary 
officers were on a covert flight into 
northeast China in November 1952 to 
pick up an agent when their aircraft 
was shot down. The pilots died in 
the crash, but Jack Downey and Dick 
Fecteau survived and spent the next 
two decades in captivity. Released in 
large part through President Nixon’s 
historic opening toward China in the 
early 1970s, they were in surprisingly 
good physical, mental, and emotional 
shape. Downey and Fecteau picked 
up their lives with their families, 
started rewarding careers (Jack as a 
judge, Dick as a university athletic 
official), and insisted that their story 
was not very interesting and cer-
tainly not heroic. Others disagreed, 
especially at CIA, which showered 
them with awards despite their 
protestations.  

As the staff historian who became 
the CIA’s expert on the case, I had the 
privilege of writing about Downey 
and Fecteau for this journal and sub-
sequently assisted in the making of an 
internal CIA documentary film. The 
2006 Studies in Intelligence article 
was unclassified, and the 2010 film 
Extraordinary Fidelity was eventu-
ally released to the public,a making 

a. Nicholas Dujmović, “Two Prisoners in China, 1952–1973,” Studies in Intelligence 50,
no. 4 (December 2006): 21–36. Extraordinary Fidelity is available on CIA’s YouTube chan-
nel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0Mh7EiXRJI

their story available to a global 
audience. 

Those accounts centered on 
Downey and Fecteau and the chal-
lenges they faced enduring their 
capture, arrest and trial, the privations 
of extended captivity, and CIA’s 
efforts to take responsibility for the 
men’s financial and family matters. 
However, there is much about their 
story that remains to be told, includ-
ing the Eisenhower administration’s 
handling of the unexpected revelation 
that Downey and Fecteau were in 
the hands of the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC). That the men were 
even alive was a late discovery; the 
Eisenhower administration assumed 
they were lost after their airplane 
failed to return. After a year with no 
indication they had survived—and 
knowing that Beijing typically trotted 
out prisoners for propaganda pur-
poses—CIA had declared them dead 
in late 1953.

In late 1954, however, Beijing 
announced that it held Downey and 
Fecteau and had tried and sentenced 
them, along with the surviving 
11 members of the crew of a US Air 
Force B-29 bomber shot down in 
January 1953. The US personnel, Air 
Force and CIA alike, had been con-
victed of espionage. The Eisenhower 
administration had known of the US 
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airmen and had been seeking their 
release, but Beijing’s announcement 
about Downey and Fecteau, pre-
sumed dead, was a surprise.

Washington’s immediate reaction 
to China’s announcement was to 
forcefully insist that all 13 be re-
leased without delay. Then, quietly, 
and to the consternation of Fecteau’s 
and Downey’s families, the adminis-
tration changed its stance. After a few 
days, US officials began to distin-
guish between the 11 USAF men and 
the two CIA officers. “The 13” be-
came “the 11” in the administration’s 
rhetoric, and the two CIA men faded 
in priority. Beijing released the US 
airmen after two years; Downey and 
Fecteau remained in captivity for the 
rest of Eisenhower’s two terms, the 
entirety of the Kennedy and Johnson 
presidencies, and into the  Nixon 
administration.

In summer 2018, I spent some 
time at the Eisenhower Library 
researching this mystery of a US 
policy change that seemed to pro-
long the captivity of the CIA men 
because they were CIA. Why did this 
change happen? Who made the policy 
decision? And finally, might it have 
turned out differently?

Containment, Rollback, 
and the “Third Force”

Dwight Eisenhower won the pres-
idential election of November 1952 
in part because the voters judged him, 
rather than his Democratic opponent 

a. See my review of Roger Jeans, The CIA and Third Force Movements in China during the Early Cold War (Lexington Books, 2018) in
“Covert Action to Promote Democracy in China During the Cold War,” Studies in Intelligence 64, no. 4 (December 2020): 31–35.

Adlai Stevenson, as best suited to 
deal with the perceived threat from 
international communism. 

During the campaign, John 
Foster Dulles, who later became 
Eisenhower’s Secretary of State, had 
publicly criticized the Truman admin-
istration for laxity in dealing with the 
global communist threat. Democratic 
policies, he argued, were too content 
with “containment” instead of work-
ing to remove this peril.1 Dulles and 
other Republicans argued for “roll-
back” rather than “containment.”

It was an unfair charge, as CIA 
had worked many operations under 
President Truman to not only con-
tain, but to “roll back” communist 
gains. Contrary to the Republicans’ 
campaign rhetoric in 1952, the 
Truman administration had under-
taken offensive operations against the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, 
including an attempted “rollback” of 
the communist regime of Albania. 
Elsewhere—including the Baltics, 
Bulgaria, China, Czechoslovakia, 
Poland, Russia, and Ukraine—the 
CIA attempted to insert paramilitary 
assets and to establish and support 
resistance to communist rule. To 
be sure, none of these efforts suc-
ceeded—an official CIA assessment 
called the entire campaign a “disas-
ter”—and so no “rollback” victories 
could be touted.2

An important aspect of this offen-
sive covert paramilitary effort was 
aimed at the new PRC, proclaimed 
by Mao Zedong in October 1949. The 

Truman administration initiated two 
separate major CIA paramilitary proj-
ects against China; both were under 
way when Eisenhower became pres-
ident. As described in the memoirs 
of CIA participants,3 one involved 
working with the Nationalists on 
Taiwan against the mainland, usually 
by supporting Nationalist commando 
raids on PRC-held offshore islands 
and coastal facilities. The other 
was the “Third Force” program that 
endeavored to infiltrate small teams 
of CIA-trained ethnic Chinese agents 
into China to establish a foothold 
for democratically minded leaders 
who were neither communist nor 
Nationalist.a

Downey and Fecteau were on 
a Third Force mission when their 
Civil Air Transport plane (CAT was 
a CIA proprietary company) left 
K-16 airfield4 near Seoul, South
Korea, on the evening of November
29, 1952, bound for a pick-up zone
in Manchuria. The team in their
unmarked C-47 was attempting to
extract a CIA-trained Chinese courier
who, unknown to CIA, had betrayed
the mission. Antiaircraft gunners shot
down the aircraft, killing CAT pilots
Norman Schwartz and Bob Snoddy.
Fecteau and Downey survived the
crash and were taken into custody.

After three days of searching the 
likely sea and land corridors, CIA and 
CAT decided on a cover story that 
the flight was a regular CAT transport 
flight from Seoul to Japan, with two 
Department of the Army civilians—
Downey and Fecteau—on board. 
Apparently, no one remembered that 
the CIA men had been told to say 
they were CAT employees.

The Eisenhower administration had known of the US 
airmen and had been seeking their release, but Beijing’s 
announcement about Downey and Fecteau, presumed 
dead, was a surprise.
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To bolster the new cover story, 
another CAT C-47, re-marked with 
the registration number of the miss-
ing C-47, openly took off from the 
K-16 airfield late on December 3rd.
The flight was ostensibly bound for
Japan, according to the official flight
manifest, which listed the missing
Schwarz and Snoddy as the pilots of
this flight, with Downey and Fecteau
as passengers. The actual pilot, CAT
veteran Hugh Marsh, was alone, and
he returned the C-47 under cover of
darkness.5 Thus CIA’s cover story
was set.

Coincidently, President-elect 
Eisenhower was beginning his 
first full day of visiting the Korean 
Peninsula, the fighting then at a 
hard-won stalemate, as he fulfilled his 
campaign pledge to “go to Korea.” 
For Downey and Fecteau, it was also 
the first day of what would be months 
of interrogations, first in Shenyang 
(then known as Mukden) and later in 
Beijing. Sessions would last four to 
24 hours. Although never physically 
tortured, the men were subjected to 
sleep deprivation, poor diet, Spartan 
conditions in a cold cell, and the con-
stant wearing of leg irons. 

Despite the fact that their agent  
had betrayed the CIA mission, 
Downey and Fecteau initially stuck 
to their story that they were CAT 
employees. This proved untenable 
after CAT announced that one of its 
aircraft, a C-47 on a transport flight 
from Seoul to Japan, was missing, 
because Downey and Fecteau were 
publicly identified as civilian employ-
ees of the US Army. This contradic-
tion led to more intensive, confron-
tational, and lengthier interrogations. 
Both men confessed their CIA affilia-
tion within weeks. The interrogations 
stopped and both expected a trial 

to take place, but almost two years 
passed before Downey and Fecteau 
faced the formalities of justice.

Surprise Announcement
On November 23, 1954, an 

official radio broadcast from Beijing 
announced a military tribunal had 
tried and sentenced 13 Americans 
for espionage against China. Eleven 
were the surviving crew members 
of a US Air Force B-29 bomber shot 
down by PRC forces on January 13, 
1953—a week before Eisenhower’s 
inauguration—while engaged in a 
leaflet-dropping mission (sponsored 
by CIA) near the China-North Korea 
border. They were sentenced to prison 
terms of four to 10 years.6 

Beijing’s announcement in-
cluded the news that, in addition 
to the 11 US airmen, “CIA spies” 
John Downey and Richard Fecteau 
were convicted of espionage and of 
making war on the Chinese people. 
Downey, called the “chief culprit” 
at the trial, was sentenced to life; 
Fecteau, the “assistant chief culprit,” 
was sentenced to 20 years in prison. 
Moreover, the nine surviving Chinese 
agents trained by CIA and inserted 
into Manchuria were also tried and 
sentenced, four of them receiving the 
death penalty.

CIA was almost certainly the first 
US government agency to know of 
the PRC announcement that two of its 
own, long believed dead, were alive 
and in Beijing’s hands. The Foreign 
Broadcast Information Service, 
part of CIA since the passage of the 

National Security Act of 1947, rou-
tinely monitored and translated such 
broadcasts. According to memoran-
dums of the calls, Secretary of State 
John Foster Dulles called his brother 
and Director of Central Intelligence 
Allen Dulles on November 23, 1954, 
to discuss a speech Foster Dulles was 
to give on Communism in Europe. 
At the end of the conversation, 
Allen brought up the matter of the 
Americans “sentenced in Red China” 
that day, turning over the details 
to one of his assistants. The White 
House press secretary was shortly 
asking Secretary Dulles for a state-
ment about the “13 Americans.”7 

After another discussion that day 
between the Dulles brothers, the State 
Department issued a statement that 
the United States, through its consul 
general in Geneva, was strongly pro-
testing to the PRC that the sentencing 
and “wrongful detention” of both the 
11 American airmen and the two ci-
vilians “employed by the Department 
of the Army in Japan”—a reference 
to Downey and Fecteau.8 State noted 
that the United States had pressed for 
the airmen’s release for almost two 
years and that their continued custody 
was a violation of the terms of the 
Korean Armistice Agreement. 

As for Downey and Fecteau, the 
“broadcast of today is the first word 
we have had that they are held by 
the Chinese Communists” as they 
were believed to have died when 
their flight to Japan went down “in 
November 1952” (note the incon-
sistency with the cover flight, which 
purportedly left on December 3). 

Beijing’s announcement included the news that, in addi-
tion to the 11 US airmen, “CIA spies” John Downey and 
Richard Fecteau were convicted of espionage and of mak-
ing war on the Chinese people.  
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The imprisonment and sentencing of 
Downey and Fecteau on “trumped 
up” espionage charges, the State 
Department declared, is “a most 
flagrant violation of justice.”

The next morning, Eisenhower 
had far more important CIA busi-
ness to consider. He met with his top 
advisers on the problem of collecting 
intelligence on the Soviet Union. 
Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson, 
Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles, Air Force 
Secretary Harold Talbot, and science 
advisers Dr. James Killian and Edwin 
Land were there to discuss the U-2 
reconnaissance aircraft that Lockheed 
was building for CIA.9 It was not 
recorded whether the Dulles broth-
ers also mentioned the issue of CIA 
prisoners held in China, although it 
seems likely. The president and First 
Lady Mamie Eisenhower then left 
the White House for Thanksgiving 
vacation in Augusta, Georgia.

Eleven Plus Two Equals 13
From Augusta, on November 25, 

1954, Eisenhower sent telegrams to 
the families of all 13 men named in 
China’s broadcast two days before.10 
After assuring the recipient of his 
distress that “your husband” or “your 
son” was held in China, Eisenhower 
noted that “he was serving his 
country when taken prisoner” and 
that “this nation is grateful for that 
service.” The telegram closed with 
the president’s assurance that the gov-
ernment was “using every feasible 
means” to free them and to ensure 

a. Reporting to the National Security Council, the OCB was responsible for coordinating national security policies, including covert action.
See “Daily Intelligence Abstracts” no. 271, November 29, 1954, Eisenhower Library.

their proper treatment and that these 
efforts would continue “resolutely 
and tirelessly.” Initially at least, the 
Eisenhower administration treated all 
13 Americans as a group, making no 
distinction between them other than 
the fact that 11 were US military and 
two were civilians.

Other US government responses 
likewise did not distinguish between 
the imprisoned USAF personnel and 
the CIA men in the first days after the 
PRC announcement. On November 
26, the State Department announced 
new protests to Beijing through the 
British Foreign Office, in which the 
US government maintained that all 
the Americans recently sentenced had 
been in aircraft that were attacked 
either over the “recognized combat 
zone in Korea or over international 
waters.”11

The US prisoners were collec-
tively described as “unjustly detained 
American nationals.” Likewise, an 
intelligence summary issued by the 
Operations Coordinating Board re-
ferred to “the 13 US citizens impris-
oned in China.”a

The US public and press certainly 
conflated these Americans—military 
and civilian—into one group. The 
public, of course, knew nothing of 
Downey and Fecteau’s CIA mission 
nor of the propaganda mission of the 
USAF B-29, except for what the PRC 
had announced, and it was widely 
regarded that all such broadcasts 
were lies. The White House received 
many letters and telegrams from 

US citizens, generally either highly 
supportive or highly critical of the ad-
ministration, that referred to the pris-
oners collectively as airmen, flyers, or 
air force personnel. A typical editorial 
was that of the Evening Outlook of 
Santa Monica, California, which 
urged the president to take firm action 
in the form of a naval or air blockade 
against China until the “13 American 
airmen” are released. Letters to the 
White House from retired and current 
military members and from American 
Legion posts, however, were more 
measured and focused on the 11 mili-
tary prisoners.12

At least one senior CIA official 
foresaw trouble. The agency’s senior 
representative in the Far East cabled 
DCI Dulles on November 27, noting 
that despite the inconsistencies in the 
cover story, CIA was stuck with it. He 
recommended that the US govern-
ment stress that “whether in or out 
of uniform, these were all Americans 
engaged in hazardous duty during a 
war and in a war zone.” The CIA rep-
resentative, recognizing “the tempta-
tion to separate uniformed prisoners 
from civilians in order to get spe-
cial treatment for uniformed men,” 
warned that “it would be serious error 
to enhance chances of one group at 
expense of others.”13 

On November 29, 1954 (two 
years exactly from the crash), Allen 
Dulles briefed the president on the 
CIA mission that had led to Downey 
and Fecteau’s capture. Dulles told the 
president that Beijing’s statements 
were accurate in many details and 
explained the cover story. In pre-
paring for his briefing, Dulles had 
been warned by his chief of Far East 
operations that the cover for the CIA 

Initially at least, the Eisenhower administration treated all 
13 Americans as a group, making no distinction between 
them other than the fact that 11 were US military and two 
were civilians.
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men was so thin that any “determined 
investigation by either the press or 
Congress” would breach it. 

Secretary of the Army Robert 
Stevens was concerned that no 
Army personnel or background files 
existed for the CIA men. At the 
same time, the CIA personnel office 
reported that senior officials from 
the Defense Department and the 
Army wanted to maintain the cover 
story. Eisenhower’s reaction was 
not recorded, but Foster Dulles was 
sufficiently interested to call Frank 
Wisner, chief of the CIA’s operations 
directorate, for details the following 
day.14

The president, at least for the 
moment, wanted action regarding all 
13 prisoners, and he made clear to 
Foster Dulles that the United States 
should “push this matter vigorously” 
in the United Nations, possibly on the 
basis that the men were supporting 
the UN effort in Korea. Because the 
UN General Assembly (UNGA) was 
about to adjourn, Foster Dulles and 
US Ambassador to the UN Henry 
Cabot Lodge, Jr., agreed to propose 
a UN Security Council (UNSC) 
resolution on the prisoners, whom   
Eisenhower and Dulles were referring 
to collectively as “our flyers.”15 

Even so, both Eisenhower and 
Foster Dulles were concerned that 
others would draw unwelcome dis-
tinctions, and they struggled with a 
respond. Before his press conference 
on December 1, Foster Dulles called 
his brother at CIA, wondering what to 
say if asked about the two civilians: 
“Do we say they were part of the UN 
operation?”

Allen Dulles reminded his brother 
that the story from the outset was that 
they were “civilian members of the 

Dept. of Defense” and that “we have 
stuck to it” while referring inquiries 
to the Pentagon. Foster Dulles replied 
that Eisenhower had told Defense 
Secretary Wilson the day before to re-
fer inquiries to the State Department. 
Allen Dulles said it would be hard to 
avoid details about these two civilians 
but that was the best path, as “it is 
difficult to change stories now.”16 

Fortunately for Foster Dulles, the 
issue of the two civilians did not arise 
at his December 1 press conference, 
but he called the president to warn 
him that the question would probably 
come up at his own press conference 
the next day. Both expressed concern 
that Eisenhower would be asked the 
“exact status” of all the prisoners. 
Referring obliquely to the CIA mis-
sion, they agreed that one plane was 
problematic as it “landed under such 
conditions” that the men would not 
be “prisoners of war” as they were 
“not in uniform nor in Korea.”

Eisenhower told Foster Dulles he 
would do his best if reporters asked 
about them and would stick to the 
statement that “actual circumstances 
were a matter of record” with the 
Defense Department but also that he 
“would not say anything that would 
make liars out of our people.” The 
essential thing, they agreed, was that 
Beijing had agreed under the terms 
of the armistice to return all prisoners 
of war and had supposedly provided 
all names through the ambassado-
rial-level talks in Geneva but had 
deceitfully omitted the names of the 
civilian prisoners.17

They did not discuss the obvious 
contradiction that “prisoners of war” 

did not apply to civilian personnel, 
especially CIA, on a covert mission 
in the territory of a country with 
which the United States was not for-
mally at war.

“Forget about the Two, 
Talk About the 11”

While the president, secretary 
of state, and DCI were flailing for 
a coherent response, a measure of 
clarity was provided by the State 
Department’s legal adviser, who 
influenced subsequent policy delib-
erations and, ultimately, the fate of 
the two CIA men. Herman Phleger 
was a prominent attorney from San 
Francisco who had met John Foster 
Dulles at the founding conference of 
the UN in 1945 and then had ad-
vised the US military government in 
Germany.

Foster Dulles had mentioned 
the overall prisoner dilemma to 
Phleger shortly after the PRC broad-
cast on November 23, and Phleger 
went to New York City to advise 
Ambassador Lodge. On the morning 
of December 2, Foster Dulles called 
Phleger in New York to discuss next 
steps with the UNSC. 

The plan was for Lodge to intro-
duce a short resolution on the issue in 
a special session of the UNSC before 
going to the General Assembly.  The 
resolution would call on the PRC 
to release and deliver the 11 USAF 
personnel—on the basis that they 
were serving as UN soldiers on a UN 
mission—as well as “other captured 
personnel.”

A measure of clarity was provided by the State Depart-
ment’s legal adviser who influenced subsequent policy 
deliberations and, ultimately, the fate of the two CIA men.
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Regarding the CIA men, Phleger 
told Foster Dulles on the telephone 
that “we ought to forget about the 
two and talk about the 11.” Phleger 
had zeroed in on the problem—it was 
hard under the circumstances of their 
mission to argue for their release as 
prisoners of war under the terms of 
the armistice, and doing so might 
jeopardize the release of the US 
airmen.18 

It is not recorded whether 
Phleger’s recommendation to “for-
get” about the two CIA prisoners 
was communicated to Eisenhower 
before his press conference later that 
day. In any case, Eisenhower himself 
switched the issue from the 13 to the 
11. He took the initiative in bringing
up the “13 American prisoners” in the
context of the “ideological struggle”
of the Cold War and dismissed calls
for a retaliatory blockade because it
would constitute an act of war.

The president then raised “one 
thought that I must express: at 
least 11 of these soldiers, by the 
Communists’ own propaganda and 
testimony made public, were in 
uniform. They were soldiers captured 
in the Korean War.” Consequently, he 
emphasized, they must be treated as 
prisoners of war under the terms of 
the armistice and, because they were 
serving “in conformity with” UN 
actions in Korea, the UN had some 
responsibility for acting and needed 
to do so to “retain its self-respect.”19 
The distinction Eisenhower was mak-
ing implicitly suggested that the two 
civilians had not been serving the UN 

a. Australia, Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, the Philippines, South
Africa, Thailand, Turkey, UK, and the US.

and did not come under the terms of 
the armistice.

The subsequent question-and-an-
swer session reflected confusion 
among the press corps regarding 
the 11 or the 13. Responding to a 
reporter’s question on what kind of 
action the president wanted the UN 
to take “on behalf of the 13 pris-
oners,” Eisenhower affected not to 
“prejudge” the UN and reiterated 
his earlier points that it was obliged 
to do something. Another reporter, 
conflating the two planes into one, 
asked whether the case of these 
prisoners was comparable to the case 
of a US RB-29 reconnaissance plane 
shot down by Soviet fighters near the 
Kurile Islands the previous month. 

Eisenhower said the Soviets 
were quick to respond to perceived 
incursions but that “this last case, to 
my mind, with respect to the 11 uni-
formed soldiers, was completely 
indefensible, and they should be 
home right now.” Another reporter 
asked whether the United States 
intended “to take up the matter of the 
13 prisoners” with the UN, to which 
Eisenhower said that was being han-
dled by the State Department. 

Finally, John Hightower of the 
Associated Press, who had recently 
won the Pulitzer Prize for interna-
tional reporting, got to the central 
issue: “Is there anything you can 
say, sir, about the status of the other 
two men, in addition to the 11 men 
who were in uniform?” Eisenhower 
demurred, saying, “Well, it is cloudy, 

and I couldn’t discuss it in detail.”20 
The reporters dropped the matter.

Focusing on the Eleven
Immediately after Eisenhower’s 

press conference, Lodge and Phleger 
met with UN representatives of 
the 15 nations that, in addition to 
the United States, had sent mili-
tary forces to participate under the 
UN Command in Korea (excluding 
South Korea, which joined the UN 
in 1991).a Lodge read the president’s 
recent comments about the UN’s 
responsibilities; Phleger spoke of the 
need to uphold the terms of the ar-
mistice. Lodge and Phleger reported 
to Foster Dulles that all 15 nations 
were concerned “that the men are UN 
men.” All of these points, of course, 
applied only to the 11 airmen, not 
Downey and Fecteau.

That the Eisenhower adminis-
tration had, at this point, sidelined 
Downey and Fecteau in its diplomatic 
efforts at the UN is underscored by 
a December 3 conversation between 
Foster Dulles and Krishna Menon, 
India’s UN representative, who had 
offered to help mediate with China. 
The discussion made no mention of 
the two civilians and focused only on 
11 airmen, including the US conten-
tion that their B-29 was south of the 
Yalu River when forced down. 

Dulles rejected Menon’s sug-
gestion that the airmen were spies, 
stating that “this imprisonment of 
the uniformed members of the armed 
services for wholly fictitious grounds 
was something that no nation could 
accept without reaction” and that the 
UN had “strong responsibility in the 

Regarding the CIA men, Phleger told Foster Dulles on the 
telephone that “we ought to forget about the two and talk 
about the 11.” 
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matter since these men were serving 
the United Nations.” Dulles, probably 
assuming Menon would so inform 
the Chinese, stressed that the UN’s 
failure to act would force the United 
States “to take its own measures to 
seek relief.”21

CIA Objects, and Loses
Realizing that US diplomatic 

efforts were omitting Downey and 
Fecteau, CIA officers tried to inter-
vene. Frank Wisner, chief of CIA’s 
operational directorate, supported 
a proposed statement from the 
Defense Department that would cover 
Downey and Fecteau while papering 
over discrepancies in their cover 
employment. Wisner read it to Allen 
Dulles in New York over the tele-
phone on the evening of December 3. 
No text of the proposal appears to 
have survived, but an internal CIA 
memo suggests that the Army wanted 
to address the lack of backstopping 
documentation on Downey and 
Fecteau by announcing that a records 
search had revealed that Downey and 
Fecteau were not actually Army civil-
ian employees but were locally hired 
contractors providing services for the 
Army in the Far East.

Conceivably Wisner believed this 
solution would preserve cover while 
making Downey and Fecteau eligible 
for inclusion in any prisoner release 
by connecting them, through the 
US Army, to the UN Command. In 
any case, the reaction was negative. 
Walter Robertson, assistant secretary 
of state for East Asia and the Pacific, 
got wind of it and told Wisner that 
Dulles would not like it and that 
Wisner should “do nothing” with 
the proposal until Robertson could 
confer with the secretary of state. 

When Foster Dulles learned of the 
proposal the next day, he opposed it 
as well. CIA apparently dropped this 
approach.22

The proposed UNGA resolution 
presented by Ambassador Lodge 
to the group of UN member states 
comprising the UN Command spec-
ified only the 11 airmen and their 
mission under the UN Command. 
It mentioned them three times—
once as members of the US armed 
forces, twice as members of the UN 
Command—in declaring that their 
imprisonment was a violation of 
Article 3 of the armistice regarding 
the repatriation of prisoners of war. 
It also condemned the detention 
of “all other captured personnel of 
the United Nations Command” and 
requested the UN Secretary-General 
to seek the release of the 11 and these 
“other captured personnel.” 

During the ensuing UNGA dis-
cussion on this matter, Communist 
bloc representatives emphasized the 
13 Americans collectively as “con-
victed spies” serving US rather than 
UN interests, while representatives 
of the allied powers focused on the 
11 airmen and their UN connections. 
Soviet representative Yakov Malik 
asked Lodge how the United States 
would react if two aircraft were 
shot down over US territory with a 
total of 13 PRC citizens sent to do 
what the 13 US citizens were sent to 
accomplish in China. Those spies, he 
said, would be treated as Beijing was 
treating the US spies.

Likewise, the Czechoslovakian 
representative emphasized the 
“13 American nationals” constituted 

a convicted “group of spies.” By 
contrast, the British representative, 
Anthony Nutting castigated the PRC 
for sentencing and imprisoning “the 
11 American airmen” who had served 
in uniform “on behalf of the United 
Nations during the Korean hostil-
ities.” Nutting mentioned “the 11” 
eight times and referred to these “air-
men” and “prisoners of war” many 
more times, referencing only the B-29 
mission. He asked rhetorically, “Are 
we to believe that 11 American air-
men, packed into a single aeroplane 
and wearing their national uniform, 
were about to descend upon Chinese 
territory to conduct espionage? The 
idea is so fantastic that it is hard to 
understand how grown men can ad-
vance it as a serious charge.” He did 
not mention the CIA mission.23 

The shift in focus did not es-
cape the attention of Mary Downey, 
Jack’s mother, who called her 
contact in CIA’s personnel office on 
December 5. She was very upset, “on 
the verge of hysteria,” because she 
had been following all the develop-
ments in the newspapers and on the 
radio and saw that the focus was on 
the 11 but “nothing seemed to be in 
process for her boy.” Mrs. Downey 
went to visit her congressman, Rep. 
Thomas Dodd, that evening (and so 
she was not home when DCI Dulles 
tried to call to reassure her that the 
government was not forgetting her 
son), Dodd then called Allen Dulles 
to complain that US diplomats at the 
UN “had so completely dropped from 
consideration the two civilians.” 

DCI Dulles met with both Mrs. 
Downey and Representative Dodd on 
December 10. He warned them that 

The shift in focus did not escape the attention of Mary 
Downey, Jack’s mother, who called her contact in CIA’s 
personnel office on December 5.  
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discretion was important but as-
sured them that “everything possible 
was being done for the ‘two’ and 
they had not been forgotten by the 
government.”24 

More Complications
US diplomatic efforts regard-

ing USAF personnel held in China 
expanded from 11 to 15 as a result 
of a State Department recapitula-
tion. Foster Dulles was informed 
by Assistant Secretary Robertson 
on December 7, 1954, that there 
were 15 servicemen in custody—the 
11 sentenced on November 23 plus 
four US fighter pilots shot down and 
captured by PRC forces but who were 
as yet untried. Beijing’s propaganda 
and reports from US repatriates indi-
cated their continued imprisonment, 
and PRC diplomats admitted it during 
talks in Geneva. Robertson also told 
Secretary Dulles that, all told, 28 US 
civilians “including Messrs. Downey 
and Fecteau” were in jail in China.

Ignoring the issue of the civilian 
detainees, Robertson recommended 
that the cases of the four additional 
US pilots “be pressed on the same 
basis as the 11 Air Force personnel 
who have been sentenced to prison 
terms.” The lack of a recommenda-
tion regarding any of the 28 civilians, 
including Downey and Fecteau, indi-
cates that the US was settling on an 
approach involving only its military 
personnel. Secretary Dulles informed 
the White House of the four others 
added to the list.25

US diplomats faced a dilemma. 
The proposed UNGA resolution 
approved by the other 15 nations of 

the UN military command focused on 
the 11 airmen already sentenced by 
the Chinese—to change it to 15 air-
men would require another meeting 
and consensus, and Foster Dulles and 
Ambassador Lodge were eager to 
press forward. Fortunately, however, 
the text of the draft resolution men-
tioned “other captured personnel of 
the United Nations Command.” 

In his lengthy statement intro-
ducing the resolution to the General 
Assembly, Lodge detailed the story 
of the 11 and their leaflet-dropping 
mission over North Korea, which he 
defended as a legitimate UN military 
mission. He then told the stories of 
the additional four US fighter pilots. 
After relating the specific provisions 
of the Korean armistice regarding 
China’s obligations about prisoners of 
war, as well as Beijing’s admissions 
regarding all 15 prisoners, he intro-
duced the resolution on behalf of the 
16 nations of the UN Command in 
Korea.26 

Lodge’s argument, then, was 
that “other captured personnel,” a 
category that Frank Wisner wanted 
to include Downey and Fecteau, actu-
ally referred to the other four USAF 
pilots, which effectively left out 
Downey and Fecteau from consider-
ation. This was underscored by C. D. 
Jackson, an adviser to Eisenhower 
on propaganda and psychological 
warfare, who served as a US delegate 
to UNGA. 

Jackson specified the illegal deten-
tion, mock trial, conviction, and im-
prisonment of “11 American airmen” 
on “fabricated charges of espionage”; 
no mention was made of Downey 

and Fecteau. An important point 
stressed by the US representatives 
that apparently swayed a few nations 
was that the espionage charges were 
ridiculous because the men were in 
uniform at the time of their capture, a 
point conceded by Soviet representa-
tive Malik.27

Politicians Weigh In 
The degree to which Downey and 

Fecteau were sidelined is evident 
from the administration’s response 
to inquiries from Capitol Hill. Dodd 
wrote Eisenhower on November 30 
that he had pledged to the people of 
his district and to Downey’s mother 
that he would do everything in his 
power to bring about Downey’s 
release. Dodd urged the president to 
press China to release Downey and 
the 12 other Americans. There was 
no response from the president or a 
senior adviser. 

Dodd’s letter was acknowledged 
by a White House functionary and 
turned over to the State Department 
for action. The response came from 
the assistant secretary for congressio-
nal relations, who thanked Dodd for 
his concern and outlined the measures 
already taken regarding the prisoners. 

Later that month, Sen. John F. 
Kennedy of Massachusetts called 
Assistant Secretary Robertson “about 
the two civilians”—Fecteau was his 
constituent—seeking more informa-
tion. Robertson and Foster Dulles 
agreed “to play everything down” 
because putting out more information 
would “raise more problems than 
it would solve.” By contrast, when 
the wife of Colonel John K. Arnold, 
the senior member of the B-29 crew, 
wrote to Eisenhower, that letter was 

The degree to which Downey and Fecteau were sidelined 
is evident from the administration’s response to inquiries 
from Capitol Hill. 
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answered at length by Sherman 
Adams, the president’s chief of staff.28 

Getting the UN Involved 
Foster Dulles was pleased to 

report to the president a diplomatic 
victory when the resolution, sub-
mitted by all 16 powers of the UN 
Command in Korea, passed the 
General Assembly on December 10.29 
Of the 60 member nations, 45 voted 
in favor, five against, and 10 either 
absent or abstained. The resolution’s 
request that UN Secretary-General 
(UNSYG) Dag Hammarskjöld seek 
the release of the prisoners, together 
with Lodge’s personal emphasis 
to Hammarskjöld that Eisenhower 
strongly believed the UNSYG had 
a great responsibility in this matter, 
convinced Hammarskjold that he 
should go to Beijing and negotiate 
personally. 

Hammarskjöld immediately 
sent a cable to Beijing requesting 
direct talks, receiving a reply on 
December 17 that the PRC officials 
would receive him. Foster Dulles and 
Lodge agreed that briefings should 
be set up to prepare Hammarskjöld 
to deal with potential legal questions, 
and that these briefings would involve 
Herman Phleger.30 

On December 19, Hammarskjöld 
went to Stockholm to meet with 
the PRC ambassador there to make 
arrangements. Before he left, Phleger 
spent most of a day briefing him on 
the B-29 crew’s mission, showing 
him the documentary evidence that 
they were not spying on China but 
had strayed close to the border by 
accident on account of weather.31 
Hammarsskjold would be in Beijing 
from late December to mid-January.32

While he was gone, US officials 
maintained a deliberate silence on 
the matter outwardly—suspending 
public criticism of China—while they 
debated their next steps. Lodge, react-
ing to an idea of Phleger’s, suggested 
to Foster Dulles that the US should 
press for an UNGA resolution to 
authorize a UN blockade of China. 
Dulles called his brother at CIA and 
“asked if he had any brilliant ideas 
of what we should do if this mission 
fails.” Allen Dulles, with no mention 
of his imprisoned CIA employees, 
told his brother he would get “his 
boys on it.”33

Frank Wisner was one of those 
boys, and once again he tried to 
influence US diplomatic efforts. 
As chief of the operations direc-
torate, Wisner was responsible for 
Downey and Fecteau. He learned 
that Hammarskjöld in Beijing sent a 
question back to the State Department 
regarding what Downey and Fecteau 
were wearing when they were shot 
down and captured. Writing directly 
to Foster Dulles, Wisner asserted that 
“they were wearing a type of uniform 
commonly used by the troops and 
also worn by some civilians in the 
theater of operations at the time,” 
specifically a “denim fatigue uni-
form” without military insignia. 

Wisner pointedly argued “it can 
be truthfully and accurately stated 
that they were wearing uniforms 
of a sort,” disingenuously adding 
that this was “clearly not the sort of 
clothing which would be affected 
by persons attempting to appear as 
civilians or otherwise to disguise 
themselves.” Wisner proposed 
that the Hammarskjöld mission be 

informed that Downey and Fecteau 
were wearing uniforms at the time 
of their capture, or at least “uniforms 
of a United States military type.” 
In addition, Wisner and his deputy, 
Richard Helms, prepared materials 
for inclusion in the State Department 
briefing package for Hammarskjold 
that “specifically indicated that 
these two individuals were on a UN 
mission.”34

Wisner’s intervention had zero 
effect. In Beijing, Hammarskjöld 
sought assurances as to the health 
and well-being of all the 13 detained 
Americans, and Beijing agreed to 
photograph and provide health infor-
mation on the 11 of the B-29 Arnold 
group plus Downey and Fecteau, all 
of whom were temporarily quartering 
together so that they could be photo-
graphed and filmed under relatively 
benevolent conditions. PRC officials, 
however, would talk only about the 
imprisoned US military members, not 
about Downey and Fecteau. 

Starting a Process
As CIA had predicted, 

Hammarskjöld returned without an 
immediate release of any prisoners, 
but he emphasized a process had been 
started. Beijing, for example, released 
photographs of the prisoners, agreed 
to allow family visits, and said it 
would begin to allow the exchange of 
mail—all of which, he suggested to 
Lodge, meant that while the situation 
was “delicate,” their release would 
come in “a matter of months.” The 
Eisenhower administration expressed 
its disappointment but also its 
confidence in a favorable outcome. 

Foster Dulles called his brother at CIA and “asked if he 
had any brilliant ideas of what we should do if this mis-
sion fails.” 
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Statements from Hammarskjöld, 
Lodge, and the White House focused 
solely on the US military personnel 
being held (the 11 or the 15).35

Efforts to free the US military per-
sonnel eventually paid off. On May 
31, 1955, Beijing deported the four 
fighter pilots who had not been tried 
and sentenced. On August 1, Beijing 
announced that the 11 airmen would 
be released; they arrived in Hong 
Kong on August 4.36 Both groups of 
airmen were released at the Lowu 
Bridge on the PRC side of the border 
with Hong Kong, and they walked 
across into the then British colony. 
Fecteau would not retrace that cross-
ing until December 1971, Downey 
not until March 1973.

All the foregoing is not to say that 
Downey and Fecteau were com-
pletely forgotten by their government, 
even if they were tactically sidelined 
during the efforts to secure the release 
of the US military personnel. I have 
written elsewhere about how CIA 
continued to care about their fate 
and about their families.37 Since June 
1954, during the Geneva Convention 
on the Korean war, US diplomats had 
engaged in sporadic consular-level 
talks with PRC representatives on the 
status of all US citizens detained or 
imprisoned in China. PRC ambassa-
dor Wang Bingnan maintained that all 
US citizens were free to leave China 
if they were not involved in civil or 
criminal cases. The State Department 
issued press releases on these talks, 
mentioning Downey and Fecteau by 
name (but not their true affiliation).38 

In August 1955, these became 
regularized as ambassador-level 

talks between U. Alexis Johnson, 
the US ambassador in Prague, and 
Ambassador Wang. In his instructions 
to Johnson, Foster Dulles stated that 
the “agreed purpose” of the talks was 
primarily to help settle “the matter of 
repatriation of civilians who desire to 
return to their respective countries” 
and secondarily to facilitate further 
discussions on other issues of concern 
to both sides.39 

These talks carried on until 1957, 
when they were suspended, and re-
sumed in Warsaw in 1958.40 The US 
side typically pressed at each of these 
meetings for Downey and Fecteau’s 
release but never acknowledged 
they were CIA officers. For its part, 
Beijing did release other US civil-
ians, beginning with 10 in September 
1955, but it maintained Downey 
and Fecteau were special cases and 
were not “civilians.” They had been 
convicted of crimes against China 
and therefore they were ineligible for 
release; the United States should not 
demand that China change its legal 
system.41

Trouble with Cover
In retrospect, it is evident the 

Eisenhower administration, in its 
diplomatic efforts during 1954–55 to 
free the larger group of US military 
personnel held in China, had no 
choice but to treat the imprisoned 
CIA officers differently. As intelli-
gence officers under cover, Downey 
and Fecteau had a far more tenuous 
legal status than uniformed combat-
ants. In that respect, notwithstanding 
the pair’s enormous personal sacri-
fice, the episode established norms 

with the new PRC government and 
drew a distinction between espionage, 
a game with few rules, and armed 
conflict bound by international law 
and custom. In particular, the agree-
ment in principle on exchanges of 
prisoners of war and detainees would 
come into play again years later, for 
example, when a US EP-3 reconnais-
sance plane crash-landed on Hainan 
Island in April 2001.

Might Downey and Fecteau’s 
ordeal have ended sooner? The point 
of departure for an alternative history 
of Downey and Fecteau is not that 
the Eisenhower administration would 
never waver from insisting on includ-
ing the CIA officers with the US air-
men. The evidence suggests Beijing 
would have done nothing different 
and perhaps would have delayed 
releasing the military prisoners. 

The weakness of Downey and 
Fecteau’s cover compounded the dif-
ficuly of securing their release. Cover, 
to be effective, needs to be credible, 
consistent, and coordinated. Downey 
and Fecteau’s CAT cover was none 
of those things; their interrogations 
quickly revealed they knew nothing 
about the airline. Like many of CIA’s 
Third Force schemes, it was poorly 
conceived and poorly executed.

PRC officials knew beyond any 
doubt, even before the C-47 was shot 
down, that those on board were CIA. 
Under intense interrogation, Downey 
and Fecteau had also admitted it. 
More important, everyone at the high-
est levels of the US government—at 
the White House, State Department, 
the Pentagon, and CIA—knew that 
China’s leaders knew. Downey and 
Fecteau had no cover to preserve.

What the US government was try-
ing to preserve, in my view, was the 

US diplomats had engaged in sporadic talks with PRC 
representatives on the status of all US citizens detained 
or imprisoned in China.
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use of cover in current and future CIA 
missions and the ability to sustain 
cover to protect past operations. The 
audience for the cover story was not 
just PRC officials, but the rest of the 
world and the US public. For Beijing, 
knowing the truth was mere prelude 
to having the truth admitted, as both 
Downey and Fecteau finally did after 
weeks of denying it.

Should the US government have 
admitted their CIA status and mis-
sion, much as Eisenhower would do 
in 1960 after Francis Gary Powers’s 
U-2 was shot down over the Soviet
Union?42 Perhaps, but the two cases
differed in important ways, not least
because Powers was piloting an un-
armed reconnaissance aircraft, while
Downey and Fecteau were attempting
to foment a guerrilla war.

The difference would not 
have been lost on PRC leaders. 
Announcing the start of ambassa-
dor-level talks in 1955, Premier Zhou 
Enlai mentioned the focus on repatri-
ating civilians, noting, “The number 
of American civilians in China is 
small, and the question can be easily 
settled.” However, Zhou said that 
China demanded that “the foreign 
countries concerned put an end to the 
subversive activities against China 
and to the dispatching of saboteurs 
into China to carry out activities in 
violation of Chinese law.”43

 What seems certain is that, as 
far as Beijing was concerned, early 

release was impossible without 
such statements. In contrast, for US 
decisionmakers of the mid-1950s 
grappling with the early Cold War 
struggle with communism— includ-
ing the aftermath of the Korean War 
and the collapse of the Third Force 
covert action program—such a prom-
ise might well have been impossible. 
This impasse, clearly, doomed the 
CIA men to many years of captivity, 
ending only with President Nixon’s 
opening to China and his administra-
tion’s admission, after all these years, 
that Downey and Fecteau had been 
CIA officers all along.

v v v
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